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The historian and political scientist,
William A. Dunning, in one of his many essays, quoted
the words: "Pilate saith unto Him, What is Truth?"
And then Dunning commented: "Thus ends the report
of one of the most famous conversations ever recorded.
That the colloquy should have terminated without an
answer to the question of the Roman procurator must
always raise regret in the mind of the reader and
the writer of history . The optimist who has assured
u s that truth will out, even in an affidavit , was a
lawyer; the devotee of history would never commit
himself to s o cheerful a dogma."
And yet, despite the lack of an absolute
definition of truth, men throughout scores of centuries
have striven to record truthfully the happenings of
,history or else to give the appearance of truth to
inaccurate recordings of human eventse The difficulties
surrounding the effort have led many of these same
men throughout the same centuries to formulate statements on history and on historians -- statements that
vary from sincere and thoughtful analyses to cynical
quips. It is interesting to note some of these varying,
and often contrasting, opinions.
Polybius, about 2100 years ago, wrote: "It
is natural for a good man to love his country and his
friends, and to hate the enemies of both. But when
he writes history he must abandon such feelings and
be 'prepared to praise enemies who deserve it and to
censure the dearest and most intimate friendso" Hal f
a century later, Cicero, with his Roman love of law,
stated: "The first law is that the historian shall
never dare to set down what is false; the second,
that he shall never dare to conceal the truth; the
third, that there shall be no suspicion in his work
of either favoritism or prejudice." Lucian held, about
the year 170, that "the historian should be fearless
and incorruptible; a man of independence, loving
frankness and truth ; one who, as the poet says, calls
a fig a fig and a spade a spade ••.. He should never
consider what this or t hat man will think, but should
state the facts as they really oc curred ."
Samuel Johnson, perhaps luckier than he
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deserved to be in his biographer, uttered this thoughtful gem about two hundred years ago : "Great abilities
are not requisite for an historian; for in historical
composition all the greatest powers of the human mind
are quiescent. He has facts ready to his hand, so
there is no exercise of invention . Imagination is
·not required in any high degrcG; only about as much
as is used in the lower kinds of poetry." And Voltair e .
perhaps a little more realistic than these others,
warned that "the man who ventures to write contemporary
history must expect to be attacked both for everything
he has said and everything he has not said." Prophetically, moreover, he wrote in a letter to Frederick
the Great, in 1737, that "history can be well written
only in a free country." And Leopold von Ranke,
himself outstanding as a historian of the nineteenth
century, echoed Lucian's sentiments when he, too,
prayed that the historical event might be recorded
as it actually happened -- "wie ~ eigentlich gewesen."
Not very different, this, from today's Random House
Dictionary definition of truth as "the actual state
of a matter."
Henry Adams labeled history "a catalog of
the forgotten," and the cynical Anatole France believed
or pretended to believe, that "all the historical
books which contain no lies are extremely tedious."
This thought Dostoevsky appeared to accept when he
wrote, in The Possessed, "for truth to seem more probabl=
a falsehooamust be mixed in with it." And, although
he later denied it, Henry Ford was reported in 1915
to have muttered: "History is bunk." From this it
was only a short philosophical step to the recent
anonymous quip that "there is a lot of history that
iRn't fit to repeat itself." Even Coleridge, while
bemoaning the manner in which "passion and party blInd
our eyes" to current truth, was convinced that experience or history can give us no more than "a lantern
on the stern, which . shines only on the waves behind
us."
And yet, in ancient times and modern, thinking men constantly . have held that history is necessary
to life . Even prehistoric man seems to have had an
urge to make efforts, sometimes strenuous efforts, to
record on stone walls or on animal skins the striking
truths of his time. In 80 B.C., Cicero declared that
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"not to know what happened before one was born is
ever to be a chi ld ." And in 1905, George Santayana
reasoned that "those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to r epeat it." Winston Churchill firmly
bel iev ed that "the further and deeper you look back,
the more you can se e forward."
o~ t of all this, and out of my own experience
as a histori an , I am convinced that the chief problem
confronting , ~~ d obligation resting upon, the historian
i s this: t o retain sight in his work of certain stable
values, even though he usually writes in a time of
instability and of fluctuating values. These stable
values are: a continuing desire to seek the truth,
however di fficu lt it may be to define the concept; an
ins istence on accuracy in matters of detail as well
as in la~ ger spheres; the maintenance of a proper
balance, t hro ugh strong emphasis on the importance of
the histor ical background of events; and the postponement
of the expres sion of opinion on any matter until the
basic fact s n eeded to form a reasonable opinion have
be en acquired .

Much historical lecturing and writing, particularly muc h le cturing and writing on recent events,
is poor or borders on outright untruth because these
val ue s have been lost sight of by the author. As George
Dangerfield was reported to have put it, many modern
wr i ters, in di scussing the events of history, have
never learned to distinguish among "three quite distinct
things; contemporary journalisn, a sermon, and a chill
down the spine. " The result, particularly if spiced
with sex, may become a best seller; it is not history.
When I _Os ted desire for truth and insistence
up on accuracy as nec essary qualities, I was fully aware
of the pitfalls and difficulti e s in the way of one
who seeks these de si de rata. But that is neither reason
nor justification =or not at least striving in the
di r ection of tru th on history . Truth i n his tory must
be sought through ~at ient research and study and sifting
and wei ghing and comparing. Then caution is needed in
any expre ssi on of findi ngs. Often, perhaps generally,
the best t hat one can do is to admit that t here is
only a hi gh degree of probability that thus-and-so
happened in such-and-such a way. After all, we really
do not know what is going on even today in many nearby
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parts of the world; how can
.
Hammurabi did or did not d ~e sa~hw~th certainty what
in a place s~tuated thousa~dso~~ mif~~a~~o~e~rs ;go
~Th~re are tlme s when it seems -to me that "hi~~~~y"
1S ased upon about as much evidence as in the stor

~~~~u~~:w~:~Y~~~~;n~u~~~~ ~~~~e~S~~r:i~~;:~:t:~le~~~PhY
~rc aeo ?glsts found not a trace of wire.)

Lack of
1n.format10n~ or. a?CUmulation of distorted information
m~~ o~fer sl~pllclty and clarity; they certainly do n~t
~ ~~ c~rtalnty! Yet the difficulties attendant upon
fruth are no excuse for encouraging sloppy
h aebe't~ng
1 s 0 thought.
-

I know that views differ strongly on my
favorite thesis that opinions should be withheld until
they can be substantiated by facts, by truth. There
are those high in the educatbnal world who maintain
that people should be encouraged to have and express
opinions on almost everything, just for the sake of
having and expressing opinions. I fail to see the value
of such training. Indeed, what a wonderfully restful
place this world would be if we could amend the popular
idea that everyone is entitled to his own opinion to
read: "Everyone is entitled to his own opinion on
subjects about which he really knows something." I
seriously doubt that talk for talk's sake is better
f~r anyone than accurate thinking based on facts.
B rnard Baruch expressed this well, when he said:
"Every man has a right to his own opinion, but no man
has a right to be wrong in his facts."
Aside from casual or even careless attitudes,
some of the main obstacles to the finding of truth and
accuracy are censorship and propaganda -- today and
long ago. Cens orship may conceal all or part of the
truth -- as when some of the newly-written Nazi textbooks in history omitted mention of the Austro-Prussian
War of 1866. Adolf Hitler, the self-styled Fuehrer of
Germany, was born in Austria; he encouraged the fiction
that Germany and Austria historically were one. Hence
it would have been inconvenient to rear the NAzi
youth in a knowledge of the military expression in
1866 of an age-old Austro-Prussian enmity. But censorship as such generally does not resort to lies; that
is the assignment of propaganda.
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The. print ing press, and the growth of popular
llteracy ! O bV10US~y have made the task of propagandists
progres~lvely eaSler.
As early as 1808, Count
Metternlch, la er Austrain Chancellor, wrote: "The
newspapers are wo rth to Napoleon an army of three
hundred t~ou S~d men , for such a force would not overlook the lnt erlo r better, _nor frighten foreign powers
more than ha f a dozen of his paid pamphleteers."
Among the mOSL skillful of modern propagandists, incid~n~ally, wa~ anothe r Central European, the Nazi
Mlnl~te: of ,ul ture and Enlightenmen-L, Joseph Goebbels.
Of hlm ~t ap ly .has been said that his . epitaph
approprlat e Y ID lght read: "Here lies Goebbels -_ as
usual!"
Even propaganda need not consist entirely
of lies or unt ruths . Its power may lie in inaccQrate
emphasis or in the clever use of misuse of adjectives
and adverb s . Certain current periodicals have developed
this misus e - 0 a high degree, often "making" o:r
"breaking" a public figure by slanted one-word or onephrase chara ~erizations. With some, but only some,
exa ggeration Louis-Ferdinand Celine could write that
"all misfortunes arise from one superfluous word."
At imes, the most effective propaganda is
the form t ha"t re veals the truth but not the whole truth.
Such propaganda also frequently is used in advancing
the sale of bo k s or attendance at plays and moving
pi c tures. He~e, quotations are excerpted from reviews
in such a way as to give the impression that the
latter are fa rable when, in reality, they may be
highly unfavora I e . Unfortunately, it is not possible
today for any reader t o keep up with all current
publications ~ anyone field, let alone in a number
of fields. Consequently the reader must rely on reviews
and notices an - h e comments of acquaintances. By
force of circucs·ance, albeit unfortunately so, many
specialized bo o~s are reviewed by professional reviewers
who are not and cannot be expert in all the fields
they are asked - survey. Hence thething to do is to
di s cover f _ oneself , by ~rial and error, whether or
not to re_- on the comments of thi s reviewer or that
one , in or:.e area or Reveral.
Al lied to this problem, and another factor
mak ing it more and more difficult to glean the truth
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out of the available masses of material, is our penchant for sensationalism in print or on the air.
Headlines must be interest i ng and catchy -- and often
are so at the expense of truth and aoouraoy. Some of
you will recall, I am sure, that early during World
War II there were numberless reports about the supposed
impregnability of Singapore. These later were followed
by numberless additional reports about the relative
ease with which the Japanese oaptured this "impregnable"
fortress. Aotually, not a single responsible British
military officer ever referred to Singapore's supposed
impregnability . But on the basis of headlines written
by persons who had little or no knowledge of Singapore,
the relatively easy captur.e of the island led in the
United States to disillusionment and unfair criticism
of our British ally.
(This reference to World War II
reminds me, in parenthes is , of the story of the teach er
who asked in class: "How many of you boys object to
war?" A few hands went up, and when Jimmy was asked
why he objected, he replied: "Because wars make
history.")
Today, practically speaking, we haye five
groups of sources for our contemporary histo~y : the
accounts of partioipants, the reports of observers,
the publications of government agencies, the researches
of scholars, and the writings of popularizers. Each
of these groups possesses certain advantages for
collecting and presenting materials -- and certain
disadvantages. And the task of the i~telligent reader
and citizen is to take from each contributing s ource
what is, or what within a framework of historical
background appears to be, nearest the truth. Only
thus can one create a synthesis that is characteri zed
by a relatively high degree of probability.
The participant obviously has the advantage
of direct contact. On the other hand, he is by that
very reason likely to lack perspective, to feel for
one side or the other in a controversy. He tends,to
be less objective, and, sometimes, tO,be an outr 7ght
apologist. Thus the participant conclously, .or lnadvertently, may become a propagandist. In th:s ?ategory
fall many of the writers Gf volumes calle~ dlarles
and memoirso Consider, for example, the dlff~rent
im ressions that a reader waid get of a partlcular
ba~tle from the memoirs of the commanding general and
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from those of a participating enlisted man. And even
the two taken together would not Ruffice, in most
cases, to give an accurate picture of the whole "affair.
.
The experienced obse+ver or journalist, if
he has the necessary historical background and integrity,
often may do much to enlighten us, because of his
excellent contacts and his wide experience. But if
he does not have the appropriate background and knowledge of past happenings in order to evaluate properly
the thingo that / he sees and hears, he may offer
inaccuracy and distortion in place of truth.
, Some years ago, a leading periodical showed
a photograph of the coat supposedly worn by Archduke
Francis Ferdinand when he was assassinated 'by Gavrilo
Princip at Sarajevo in 1914. The caption called the
reader's att ention to the bullet hole and blood stains
over the plac e that covered the archduke's heart
re g ion, and indicated that the shot had struck that
vital organ . In reality, the bullet killed the archduke
by piercing h is neck. True, the archduke was just
as dead in one case as he might have been in the other.
But the printing of a small statement of correction
on an advert isement-studded page in a later issue
hardly made up f or the misinformation widely spread
through ignorance or carelessness in the original
edition. If - ' e item was worth printing at all, it
was worth prin "ng accurately.
Simi_arly, a popular historical volume
commented on Ber~ 0 Mussolini's fondness for an oversize office. E~s predilection for this kind of
Lebensraum was a~~ri bed to overcompensation based on
claustrophobia Si _ po sedly acquired by the Duce during
hi s earlier co n=:~em ent as a revolutionary in small
prison cells .
:'8 made a good story of the "humanintE;lrest" type .
s such, it perhaps was more fascinating
and more r ea a e
hough certainly less accurate,
than the a c aa: ca se for Mussolini's choice. When he
came to t he ~ead
the Italian Government, he proceeded
to occupy - ~e rad"~"on al large office of the Italian
premier!
": J

0=

Or aga in, ano ther historical work, praised
by profess ional reviewers and popular with the reading
public, in dealing with the life of King Louis XIV,
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made much ~f that monarch's early rlslng habit. In
truth, Louis XIV rose relatively early because it
was then the custom for all to rise relatively early;
in the absence of a satisfactory light Ing system,
they . all retired early. Small things these? Yes.
But, in my opinion at least, such carelessness in
little items forfeits the right to demand respectful
audience in larger matters.
In this matter of journalism, too, there
frequently is heard today a charge that the news media
tend to stress the bad and ignore -Lhe good. If this
be so, then perhaps one reason therefor may be gleaned
lrom a thought expressed in Agathie Christie's The
Pale Horse. In slight paraphrase it reads: "Evil
is more impressive than good. It has to make a show,
since it is '-ittLlstabiltty attacking stability
0

"

Government publications and documents
obviously are of great historical value. But they,
too, must be used with caution -- even when they are
produced by governments in whose . integrity and honesty
we may have confidence. And ev~n ' when they are given
to the public, or at least to the scholar, in full
and without falsification, they rarely can tell the
whole story. Contemplate, for instance, how far from
the whole truth would be a history of the prohibition
era in the United States based entirely, or even
largely, on government documents.
And in the matter of falsified documents,
consider, for example, an experience that I myself
had on a visit to Europe a few years before the
outbreak of World War II. Upon meeting a retired
prime minister in his home, I was astonished and pleased
to find in his library a copy of a history book that
I recently had published. He took it off the shelf
and was kind enough to say that he liked it, even,
happily, the chapter that dealt with his own country
and his own premiership. When, in response to his
query, I assured him that I would be glad to learn
of any errors in his chapter (for my own works are
not error-free!), he mentioned, among other things,
that the date given for a particular document was
incorrect. I apologized, explained that I hoped it
was only a typographical error, and promised to
correct it in the next edition if he could substantiate
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its incorrectne ss . Whereupon he explained that the
date really d id app ear on the off i cial document as
I had given i t , but that he himself had falsified
the date for pr act ical political reasons. A little
t aken back , I a sked permission to quote him in
correcting t he ~a t t e r. He r efused, saying that sinc e
the time was no y et ripe for the truth, he would
have to deny
e s tatement if I made it public!
Maybe it was - 'ngs such~ these that Horace Walpole
had in mind w en h e wrote to Lord Strafford: "How
h istory make s on e shudder and laugh by.~,.,.tui'ns!"
Th e scholar also may be participant or
observer, or _ e may be neither of these. In any cas e,
h e must, in so~ar a s possible, use the contributions
of all ava ilab_ e s ources -- participants' accounts,
observers' r ep r s , and government publications. He
must search, s : : - , weigh, compare, select, and
synthesi z e; f ina~ l y, he must write his story in the
f ramework of h ~ s - o rical perspective. This procedure
may make him see~ dry and uninteresting -- but if so,
t hen it i s a fa - t inherent in the scholar, not in
h is material s .
l y doctoral dissertations would
s e em to hav e an- excus e at all for being dryly written
f or they often a=e exp e cted to vaunt their scholarsh ip
i n cumbers ome: ~ otes, and they must please critic al
a dVisers, s ome
~hom may regard interestinglywritten it ems a~ e ing frivolous and therefore uns cholarly. Bu- e-en here the excuse for hiding the
f ascination of ~:s -o ry is slim.

=

Fin ai~ there is the popularizer, who, if
h e be comp eten-. ~a s an important function to perform.
Where he r eal : - 's able, he may take the detailed and
p erhaps obs cure - r k of the scholar and put it into
more elemen· ar- ar more readable form. Such a man,
cS ~ r e Maurois.
But, unhappily, there
f or exampl e
a re wide l y- r e- - ~ ~ul arizers who take poor material
a s the ba s's -= ~ -:!:.e i r "souped-up" versions and misname
breezy c o =: so_~ se gossip history. And there are
others, su~=-- as t he "biographer" of a great European
r iver, wh , =--~anl y but not always relevantly, devoted
much space ~ h is wook to wenches, when the immediate
emphas i s _ __ e appropriately might have been on winches.

get go o

=s i t happens , such products not infrequently
_opul ar reviews, and are sold to many, including
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some readers. The poor reviews these works get in
the professional historical journals are not read by
the general public. Sometimes, also, and this is
unfortunate but probably unavoidable, the reviews
in the professional periodicals do not appear until
months or even years after the publication of the
books reviewed. But that is just another of the
difficulties i·acing us in a bUtllly-whirling world.
By now, perhaps, you have said to yourself:
"Is he demanding perfection?" The answer is "Yes,
but in a good cause, and with a reasonably clear
recognition of the handicaps that come with original
sin." Truth is not easy to reach, in history or in
any other sphere of human endeavor. But the effort
to strive in its direction is one of man's loftiest
goals.
And now, since I began with quotations,
I may as well end ·with quotations. Once upon a time
a frustrated observer of human events, while trying
to sort out .in a particular situation what some of
us quaintly call the "true facts," sighed: "My-ohmy, the whole world seems to be divided into people
who think they are right." The more philosophical
Ralph Waldo Emerson, writing in calmer times (1841),
ma.de it clear that "God offers to every mind its
choice between truth and repose. Take which you
please; you can never have both."
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